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Subject: Petition 1076/2011 by Gredo Förster (German), on the costs of transporting 
electricity

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner considers it wrong that the costs of transporting electricity over long distances 
as well as the costs of energy losses during transport are charged to the end-users and small 
energy suppliers. He also believes that there is distortion of competition in the energy market 
because certain types of energy are subsidised (nuclear energy), while small sustainably 
producing energy firms have to bear all the costs themselves and have to pay towards the
subsidies for large energy suppliers.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 30 January 2012. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 30 May 2012

The petition refers to the transport of electricity from distant power plants (as an example the 
petitioner refers to solar power from the Sahara) through the EU networks and asks for a pan-
European solution to some of the issues raised. In particular, there is criticism that the costs 
are allocated on the basis of transmission system losses to consumers.

The Commission's observations

The 3rd Internal Energy Market Package is the basis for the creation of a regulatory 
framework which is more co-ordinated at European level. In particular, Regulation (EC) No 
714/2009 lays down a procedure for the adoption of common rules throughout Europe for 
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several areas. Framework guidelines and network codes can provide for rules for e.g. Rules 
harmonized transmission tariff structures or for the exchange of balancing energy. These are 
still regulated differently in the EU Member States. A stronger harmonisation on these issues
is supported by the European Commission.

Europe faces huge challenges in the coming decades as regards energy infrastructure 
development to allow for security of supply, the integration of renewable energy and 
implementing energy efficiency measures. European network planning and integration allows 
for cost savings. If e.g. the building of an integrated offshore grid in the North Sea is a 
success, 20% of the cost of the national network expansion could be avoided.

The transport of electricity from third countries over long distances leads to losses, which 
could however be limited considerably through the use of certain technologies such as High 
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission. Electricity generation in North African solar 
power stations could in the medium term become economical sensible, despite the remaining 
transmission losses, as these would be compensated by the significantly higher radiation 
intensity in the region. Modern "electricity highways" would therefore allow us to make more 
cost efficient use of the potentials that Europe and its neighbouring countries have as regards 
renewable energy sources (e.g. North Sea wind, sun of the Mediterranean countries). The 
corresponding investments in Europe are, moreover, necessary in any case in view of the 
further integration of European electricity markets to ensure a safe and reliable supply to 
customers. The additional costs incurred for the consumer are in the low range. The cost of 
the transmission and distribution network amount to about 25% of the total electricity bill in 
Germany, whereas the transmission network itself is less than 10% of total electricity costs.

The transmission and distribution tariffs are to be determined by the national regulatory 
authorities, in Germany the Bundesnetzagentur (the Federal Network Agency). These tariffs 
must be non-discriminatory and transparent, need to take into account network security and to 
reflect actual costs incurred. This is the case now and will remain so in the future.

Conclusion

The Commission supports projects for the expansion of infrastructure in the EU, whether for 
the transport of electricity produced in the EU or imported from outside the EU, insofar as 
these make a positive contribution to market integration and security of supply. As the 
network users also have direct advantage of a well-developed and modern infrastructure, it is 
normal for them to co-finance such investments on the basis of tariffs approved by the 
regulatory authority.


